
 
 
Katy Moffatt “Fewer Things” Zeppelin Recordings 
 
Katy and “Fewer Things” producer Andrew Hardin became acquainted when they were on the bill of 
the 1986 Kerrville Folk Festival. A couple of years later, somewhere in the Switzerland, Andrew recorded 
and co-produced the North Texan songbirds third solo recording “Walking On The Moon.” A Red Moon 
Records release it featured a number of songs penned by Katy and Hardin’s, then, partner Tom Russell, 
as did “Angel Town” Hardin’s 1998 sophomore Moffatt production. The latter disc, on Panther City 
Records, was initially intended as a New Zealand only release to support Katy’s antipodean concert tour. 
So what seemed more natural than ten years farther along, Hardin and Moffatt should reunite for a third 
go-round. “Fewer Things” was recorded at Cedar Creek studio in Austin, Texas and has been released 
on Columbus, Ohio based concert promoter Alex Wightman’s nascent label Zeppelin Recordings.              
 
In the opening paragraph I alluded to Russell, and this eleven song album features three more Katy and 
Tom collaborations [a patently missing element in Russell’s recent “Veteran’s Day” 2CD retrospective]. 
“Angel Town” opened with the Pat McLaughlin/Jennifer Kimball [+] penned album title song, and 
McLaughlin once again takes pole position with the ‘my memory of you get hazier as time goes by’ 
slanted “Fewer Things All The Time.” When I saw Katy ‘in concert’ recently, prior to performing a 
stunning rendition of “Getting Over You,” she revealed that the writer, [Turner] Stephen Bruton, had been 
a Fort Worth high school contemporary. These days Austin based Bruton leads The Resentments, is a 
solo recording artist, respected record producer and in-demand sideman. “Getting Over You” closed 
Stephen’s debut album “What Is It” [1993], and Willie Nelson covered it that year. Moffatt’s album 
version is sympathetically supported by Brian Standefer’s sonorous cello and Hardin’s finger-picked 
acoustic guitar.  
 
Like Katy, back in 1985, The Lonesome Strangers featured on Vol. 1 of “A Town South Of 
Bakersfield” the lauded L.A. country music compilation, and here Moffatt covers a couple of tunes from 
the pen of band leader Jeff Rymes. “Lefty’s Last Ride” references a fictional country musician, prone to 
excess, who perishes in a car smash down in Bolivia, while the narrator in Rymes’ “Truth About You” 
relates losing her man to a younger woman. Before moving on to songs that Moffatt had a hand in 
creating – they mostly surface in the second half of the album anyway – I should mention the presence 
of Nick Lowe’s “What Lack Of Love Has Done” and the ‘official’ recording debut of an early and obscure 
John Hiatt [autobiographical?] number “Midwester.” The latter song dates from the mid 1970’s, Hiatt of 
course being a Hoosier born and bred.     
 
Having only released one album, the astounding “American Hotel” [1983], Carl Brouse passed away 
six years ago. Katy never met Carl, but he shares the “She’s All He Ever Sees In Me” writing credit with 
Moffatt and Russell. It appears Brouse came up with the title, and the others fleshed it out with a melody 
and lyric. Three years back Wendy Waldman produced a still unreleased Katy Moffatt and Rosie Flores 
duo album, and the ballad paced “Still Blue” is credited to Moffatt/Waldman. The latter, subjectively 
speaking, is a tender memory of love that simply faded. Credited to Moffatt/Russell “Trainwreck” is a 
harder edged number that shifts the pace up a couple of gears. The narrator in Moffatt and Bill Cowsill 
penned “Walkin’ The Animal,” paints an unflattering portrait of the wayward male she loves. Now settled 
down, the narrator in “Whistlin’ In The Dark,” the third and final Katy and Tom collaboration, and closing 
cut, reflects candidly on her life and past lovers.   
 
Note. 
[+] - This is the Nashville based songwriter Jennifer Kimball, as opposed to the Boston based folk artist 
of the same name. 
 



Folkwax Score 7 out of 10. 
 
Arthur Wood. 
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